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	The Science of Hate: How prejudice becomes hate and what we can do to stop it, 9780571357062 (0571357067), Faber & Faber, 2021

	
		Why do people commit hate crimes? A world-leading criminologist explores the tipping point between prejudice and hate crime, analysing human behaviour across the globe and throughout history in this vital book.

		

		'Utterly brilliant . . . powerful . . . From personal histories to broader social patterns, from individual criminal cases to the latest neuroscience and psychology, Matthew Williams' forensic dissection of hate reveals its insidious power - but also its weaknesses. This book is not just about how and why hate happens - it's about how to combat it.'

		ALICE ROBERTS, author of The Incredible Unlikeliness of Being

		

		'Fascinating. This is a key contribution to our understanding of the divides in our society, and how these can perhaps be repaired.'

		DR PRAGYA AGARWAL, author of Sway

		

		'Fascinating and beautifully written. I heartily recommend it.'

		HUGO RIFKIND, TIMES RADIO

		

		- Are our brains wired to hate?

		- Does online hate incite violence on the streets?

		- With hate crimes at an all-time high, what can we do to help turn the tide?

		

		Drawing on twenty years of research as well as his own experience as a hate crime victim, world-renowned criminologist Matthew Williams uncovers the answers to these pressing questions of our age.

		

		Exploring evolution and biology as well as social media and global events such as financial meltdowns, worldwide pandemics and even sporting tournaments, Williams exposes the conditions for hateful behaviour. His journey sees him talking to perpetrators and victims, delving into the murky recesses of the internet and having his brain scanned by neuroscientists to reveal the science behind hate.

		

		Traversing the globe and reaching back through time, from our tribal ancestors in prehistory to artificial intelligence in the twenty-first century, The Science of Hate is a groundbreaking and surprising examination of the elusive 'tipping point' between prejudice and hate.

		

		'Williams is masterful at making this complex topic accessible, so we can all better understand hate and the dark side of human behaviour and finally start to tackle it.'

		NOVA REID

		

		'Fascinating . . . A harrowing but illuminating work, being released at a time when hate appears to be on the ascendency but far from trying to stop it, some of the world's most powerful people seem to be using it to manipulate millions . . . At times it reads more like a thriller.'

		EVENING STANDARD

		

		'An indispensable guide to what's gone wrong both here at home and in much of the Western world.'

		THE HERALD

		

		'What motivates hate crime and how can it be reduced? These questions cross disciplinary boundaries in the social sciences, from criminology to sociology and psychology. So, too, does The Science of Hate, expertly weaving together perspectives from different disciplines, to explore these questions.'

		THE PSYCHOLOGIST
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Website Owner's ManualManning Publications, 2009
Many of the people responsible for a website don't have a clue what's required to  build one and keep it up and running. The job of planning, launching, and  managing a site often falls to people who have little or no experience in web  design or development. Website Owner's Manual is for the thousands of marketers,  IT managers, project leaders,...

		

Learning Theory: 17th Annual Conference on Learning Theory, COLT 2004, Banff, Canada, July 1-4, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 17th Annual Conference on Learning Theory, COLT 2004, held in Banff, Canada in July 2004.
The 46 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 113 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on economics and game theory, online learning,...


		

Don't Let Me Down: A MemoirAtria, 2019

	A fierce, vivid memoir about a father-daughter relationship steeped in God, rebellion, and the Beatles. 

	

	Erin Hosier’s coming-of-age was full of contradiction. Born into the turbulent 1970s, she was raised in rural Ohio by lapsed hippies who traded 1960s rock ‘n’ roll for 1950s-era Christian hymns....





	

Social Media Marketing All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Everything your business needs for a successful social media campaign


	Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter are today's hottest marketing tools. This all-in-one guide by an expert on social media strategy helps you take full advantage of them in creative new ways.


	Lena West is a consultant who helps her clients...


		

Head First iPhone and iPad Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Let's say you have a killer app idea for iPhone and iPad. Where do you begin? Head First iPhone and iPad Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll not only learn how to design for Apple's devices, you'll also master the iPhone SDK tools—including...



		

Key Concepts in EnergySpringer, 2014

	Organized around eight fundamental ideas, Key concepts in energy history explores the discoveries, technologies and new paradigms in the field of energy, and how they have changed the course of history. Complex technical concepts such as the “rebound effect”, “technological hybridization”, “marginal cost...
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